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Zirconia has occupied an increasingly important role in oral clinical

applications in recent years. However, how to achieve the ideal bonding

effect of zirconia is a significant problem that needs to be solved urgently in

oral clinics. Hot etching treatment of zirconia is a hot spot of current

research, but it is still unclear about the optimal acid solution and the

effect of hot etching on the surface topography and bond strength of

zirconia. This study evaluated the effect of hot etching with HF and HCl

on the surface topography, roughness, crystalline phase, zirconia/resin

cement interfacial evaluation and shear bond strength of zirconia. The

results showed that the hot etching groups produced completely

different topographical changes on the surface of zirconia than the

sandblasting group. Obvious interfacial cracks were observed in the

sandblasting group. The HF hot etching group achieved the highest

roughness values (78.17 ± 4.94 nm) and the highest shear bond strength

(25.09 ± 4.09 MPa). Compared with HCl, hot etching with HF could achieve

more uniform and dense porous morphology, greater roughness and shear

bond strength. Moreover, there were no prominent zirconia/resin cement

interfacial cracks and crystal phase transformations on the surface of

zirconia.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, zirconia restorations have been widely favored by doctors and

patients in oral clinical treatment (Tzanakakis et al., 2020). Optimizing the cement

adhesion to zirconia restorations is the key to successful prosthodontic treatment.

Especially for restorations like veneers, in order to achieve an ideal clinical effect, it is

more dependent on the effect of bonding (Valente et al., 2020). Before bonding to the

teeth, conventional all-ceramic restorations were treated with hydrofluoric acid (HF)

and silane coupling agents. However, zirconia ceramics do not contain silica

components, and surface treatment with hydrofluoric acid and silane coupling

agents application of zirconia ceramics is not a well-established method to achieve

durable adhesion resin-based materials (Valente et al., 2020). Therefore, achieving the
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ideal bonding effect of zirconia is a significant problem that

urgently needs to be solved in oral clinics (Flores-Ferreyra

et al., 2019). Studies have shown that zirconia includes three

crystal phases: monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic phases

(Sriamporn et al., 2014). When zirconia is under pressure,

high temperature or humidity, it may transform from

tetragonal to monoclinic (Maroun et al., 2019). However,

the tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation will

affect the mechanical strength of zirconia (Allahkarami and

Hanan, 2011). So the ideal treatment method for zirconia

should avoid transforming its crystal phase (Jiao et al., 2018).

At present, some scholars have proposed a scheme for hot

etching to treat zirconia. Harb (Harb et al., 2021) indicated

that hot etching treatment could improve the bond strength of

zirconia restorations. Pin LV (Lv et al., 2015) not only

proposed that the shear bond strength between zirconia

and resin cement could be significantly increased by hot

etching treatment, but also the bond strength of hot

etching group was still higher than that of sandblasting

group after thermocycling test. However, no consensus has

been reached on the optimal type of acid solution for hot

etching and the influence of hot etching on the related

properties of zirconia (Wei et al., 2021). In this experiment,

two acid solutions, HCl and HF, were used to conduct hot

etching on zirconia, and then the related properties of zirconia

were detected and analyzed. It is hoped to find an acid solution

with the best effect on the hot etching of zirconia to provide a

reference for future research.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Specimen preparation

First, put the zirconia discs (ZrO2 ≥ 99.0%,Y2O3 4.5–6.0%,

HfO2 ≤ 5.0%, Other oxides ≤1.0%) (Zenostar T, WIELAND,

Germany) into the zirconia cutting machine (D500, Guangzhou

Yihua Digital Technology Co., Ltd., China) in turn, then cut them

according to the operation guide. The cut zirconia ceramic blocks

into the zirconia sintering furnace (Vicce K8 Plus, Shenzhen

Purong Trading Co., Ltd., China), the ceramic blocks shrink

evenly during the sintering process. Then, the zirconia ceramic

blocks were ground and trimmed one by one, and 24 pieces of

zirconia with a size of 10 × 10 × 2 mm (type I) and 20 pieces of

zirconia with a size of 3 × 3 × 2 mm (type II) were obtained. All

specimens were uniformly polished on grinding and polishing

machine (LABOPOL-25, Struers, Denmark) and successively

used 180-, 240-, 500-, 800-, 1000-, 1200-, 1500- and 2000-grit

water sandpaper for step-by-step polishing. Then these

specimens were placed in a numerically controlled ultrasonic

cleaner (KQ-400DE, Kunshan Ultrasound Instrument Co., Ltd.,

China), cleaned and shaken with deionized water for 15 min, and

dried for later use.

2.2 Specimen treatment

All specimens were equally divided into 4 groups, each group

including 6 types I specimens and 5 types II specimens, and

proceeded according to the following groupings:

Group A. No treatment: No surface treatment procedure was

applied.

Group B. Sandblasting: Airborne-particle abrasion with

50 µm Al2O3 particles applied for 15 s at a vertical distance of

10 mm and 0.25 MPa of air pressure.

Group C. Hot etching with HCl: Specimens and a rotor were

placed in a reaction kettle filled with hot etching solution (24 ml

of methanol, 6 ml of 37% HCl and 0.06 g of FeCl3). Then the

reaction kettle was placed in a constant temperature magnetic

stirring pot (Zhengzhou Great Wall Technology Industry and

Trade Co., Ltd., China), and the treatment was continued for

10 min under the conditions of 100°C and 400 rev/minute.

Group D. Hot etching with HF: Specimens and a rotor were

placed in a reaction kettle filled with hot etching solution (30 ml

of 9.5% HF). Then the reaction kettle was placed in a constant

temperature magnetic stirring pot (Zhengzhou Great Wall

Technology Industry and Trade Co., Ltd., China), and the

treatment was continued for 10 min under the conditions of

100°C and 400 rev/minute.

After the treatment, each group of specimens was placed in a

numerically controlled ultrasonic cleaner in turn, ultrasonically

oscillated in deionized water for 15 min, and gently dried.

2.3 AFM and SEM evaluation

Three random types I specimens from each group were used

for the morphological change and surface roughness analysis

using atomic force microscopy (AFM, JPK NanoWizard Ultra

Speed, Germany). To analyze the surface roughness of each

group of specimens, a silicon AFM probe (k = 3 N/m, f =

75 kHz) was used to perform in tapping mode with a scan

size of 3 × 3 µm. AFM data were generated with the JPK Data

Processing software. Furthermore, the images of each group of

specimens were recorded, and the average was determined as the

mean Ra value. Then one type I specimen was randomly selected

from each group. Each specimen was sputter-coated with gold

and evaluated under a scanning electron microscope (SEM,

ZEISS SUPRA 55, Germany) at ×10,000magnifications to

assess changes in surface topography.

2.4 XRD evaluation

One type I specimen from each group was randomly selected

to determine the crystal structures and phase transformations.

Crystalline phase identification of the specimens was carried out

by X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical, Empyrean X, the
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Netherlands) using Cu-Kα radiation operating at 60 kW and

50 mA. Scans were performed over the 2θ range of 20–70° at a

scan speed of 0.02°/minute. Finally, each group of XRD patterns

was analyzed to conclude.

2.5 Zirconia/resin cement interfacial
evaluation

Composite discs (Paradigm MZ100, 3M ESPE, America)

were cut into four composite resin blocks with a size of 10 ×

10 ×2 mm by a slow-speed diamond saw (IsoMet 1000,

BUEHLER, America) under constant water cooling. These

composite resin blocks were ground with 180-, 240-, 500-,

800-, 1000-, 1200-, 1500- and 2000-grit water sandpaper,

cleaned with deionized water and gently air-dried. One type I

specimen was randomly selected from each group, and the

specimen was bonded to the resin block according to the

operation guide of resin cement (Panavia F, MPD-based resin

cement, Kuraray, Japan). Then bonded specimens were stored in

a constant temperature water bath (HWS-24, Shanghai Yiheng

Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., China) at 37°C for 24 h. Bonded

specimens were sectioned perpendicularly to the interface with a

slow-speed diamond saw under constant water cooling.

Afterwards, each exposed zirconia/resin cement interface was

polished with 180-, 240-, 500-, 800-, 1000-, 1200-, 1500- and

2000-grit water sandpaper. Then these bonded specimens were

placed in the numerically controlled ultrasonic cleaner, cleaned

and shaken with deionized water for 15 min, and dried. Finally,

each bonded specimen was sputter-coated with gold and

evaluated under the scanning electron microscope

at ×1,000magnifications to assess zirconia/resin cement

interfacial properties.

2.6 Shear bond strength test

The upper and mandibular premolars extracted from

orthodontics were selected, and no root canal treatment

was performed. There are no apparentcracks on the lip

surface of the tooth crown, no large-scale caries and

defects, no fluoride spots and poor mineralization. The

isolated teeth were sequentially embedded in anhydrite and

polished underwater sandpaper. Then the enamel with an area

of no less than 3 × 3 mm was prepared. Type II specimens

from each group were bonded to isolated teeth according to

the operation guide of Panavia F resin cement. Then these

bonded specimens were stored in the constant temperature

water bath at 37°C for 24 h. A universal test machine (Instron,

America) was used to complete the shear test of these bonded

specimens. The vertical movement speed of the loading head

was set to 1 mm/min, and the shear bond strength was

calculated.

The tested specimens were placed under a stereomicroscope

(NSZ-606, Yongxin, China) in turn to observe the fracture mode.

The fracture mode is divided into the following types. When the

fracture occurs inside the resin cement, it is a cohesive fracture;

when it occurs between the zirconia and resin cement, it is the

zirconia-resin interface fracture; Between the enamel and resin

cement, it is the enamel-resin interface fracture; if any of the

interface fractures and cohesive fractures exist at the same time, it

is a mixed fracture.

2.7 Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis of surface roughness and the shear

bond strength values were performed with SPSS (IBM SPSS

Statistics 26, United States). Data were checked for the normal

distribution and homogeneity of variance. One-way analysis of

variance and most minor significant difference tests were used to

analyze differences in groups (p < 0.05). The final results of XRD

were analyzed using MDI Jade 6 combined with Origin

2019 software.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 AFM and SEM images

AFM and SEM images of each group are shown in Figure 1

and Figure 2. The surface of group A is smooth, with only a few

traces of water sandpaper polishing. Rough abrasions appear on

the surface of group B. The surface of the specimen exhibits a

macrorough topography with grooves and scratches with sharp

margins. Some scattered crater-like holes can be observed on the

surface of group C. The size and shape of these holes are different.

In group D, an overall homogenous and finer rough surface can

be observed. Compared with group C, the surface of group D

shows a more regular and dense porous topography with

nanoscale irregular pores. A porous network structure with

distinct peak-valley morphology is formed.

In 2009, Casucci (Casucci et al., 2009) first tried to use 37%HCl

to treat zirconia at 100°C. Moreover, the findings of this study

revealed that hot etching might be a feasible method for improving

zirconia surface roughness. Similarly, Akay (Akay et al., 2017) found

that HCl hot etching for 10 min could increase the shear bond

strength of zirconia ceramics. In recent years, many scholars have

begun to try to use HF for the hot etching of zirconia. Kang (Kang

et al., 2020) treated zirconia with 9.5% HF at 100°Cfor 10 min and

found that the bond strength of zirconia in this group was

significantly higher than that in other groups. Therefore, 37%

HCl and 9.5% HF were selected to treat zirconia in this

experiment. Moreover, this study aimed to find the optimal acid

solution for the hot etching treatment of zirconia. The images of

SEMandAFM show that different treatmentmethods have different
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FIGURE 1
SEM observation images of zirconia specimens (×10,000 magnifications). (A) no treatment (B) sandblasting (C) hot etching with HCl (D) hot
etching with HF.

FIGURE 2
AFM observation images of zirconia specimens. (A) no treatment (B) sandblasting (C) hot etching with HCl (D) hot etching with HF.
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effects on the surface topography of zirconia. During the

sandblasting process, countless Al2O3 particles were accelerated

to hit the surface of zirconia and then slid in different directions

(Hallmann et al., 2016; Barreto et al., 2020). Therefore, various

irregular grooves and scratches would be formed on the surface of

zirconia (Saade et al., 2019). In the process of HCl hot etching, Fe3+

could destroy the integrity of the zirconia surface and help HCl

dissolve the grain structure on the zirconia surface as an oxidizing

agent, thereby causing local corrosion of zirconia (El-Korashy and

El-Refai, 2014). Therefore, scattered holes could be observed on the

surface of zirconia. In contrast, the surface of zirconia treated with

HF hot etching shows a more uniform and dense porous

topography. This is attributed to HF being more corrosive and

permeable than HCl (Han et al., 2020). As the temperature

increased, F gradually dissolved zirconia and yttria (Kim et al.,

2020). Then reaction products such as fluoride, oxide and hydroxide

complexes were produced. When these reaction products were

separated from the surface of zirconia, a three-dimensional

network structure with dense pores would be formed on the

surface of zirconia (Lowalekar and Raghavan, 2004).

3.2 Surface roughness (Ra) values

The average surface roughness values (Ra) of each group are

shown in Figure 3. Among them, D > C > B > A, the pairwise

comparisons are statistically significant (p < 0.05). In this

experiment, the zirconia treated by hot etching with two acid

solutions was rougher than the sandblasting group, and this

experimental finding was consistent with that of Alessio (Casucci

et al., 2010). However, the experimental results of You-Jung

(Kang et al., 2020) were different. He found that the surface

roughness of the zirconia treated with HF hot etching was less

than that of the sandblasting group. The reason may be that the

concentration of HF selected in this experiment is higher than

that of You-Jung’s experiment. In previous studies, some scholars

pointed out that the concentration of HF would affect the effect

of hot etching on zirconia and found that with the increase of the

concentration of HF, the surface roughness would increase

accordingly (Kim et al., 2021). Moreover, this finding explains

why the two experiments above have different results. However,

there is no consensus on the optimal concentration selection of

HF, so further exploration is needed (Seo et al., 2022). For two

acid solutions, the surface roughness of the HF group was greater

than that of the HCl group in this experiment, which was also

attributed to the stronger corrosiveness of HF than HCl. At

present, there are few comparative studies on the hot etching of

zirconia with two acid solutions, so more relevant studies are

needed to verify the above findings (Lv et al., 2015).

Some scholars (Ding et al., 2018) point out that with the

increase of roughness, the surface irregularity of zirconia

increases, and the contact area between zirconia and resin

cement also increases. Numerous resins flow into the pits,

which not only help the cured resin cement to lock into the

zirconia surface, but also to achieve a larger chemical reaction

area. The appropriate increase of the roughness has a positive

significance for the excellent bond of zirconia. However, You-

Jung (Kang et al., 2020) points out that the relationship between

roughness and bond strength is not purely linear. When uniform

nano-scale pore structure is formed by hot etching, the roughness

is lower, but the bond strength is still high. It can be seen that

roughness is not the only factor determining bond strength,

ceramic bond surface can not be blindly pursued with ultra-high

FIGURE 3
Surface roughness (Ra) values of zirconia specimens.
Different superscript lowercase letters indicate statistically
significant differences (p < 0.05).

FIGURE 4
XRD patterns of zirconia specimens (T indicates the
tetragonal zirconia phase).
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roughness (Yu et al., 2016). However, there is no conclusion on

the best range of roughness for zirconia bonding, it is still

necessary to continue to bond strength testing, and then

combined with the roughness to be analyzed.

3.3 X-Ray diffraction (XRD)

The X-ray diffraction patterns of each group are shown in

Figure 4. Zirconia is a metastable ceramic with three crystal

phase structures: monoclinic, tetragonal, and cubic phases

(Sriamporn et al., 2014). When zirconia is subjected to tension

and other factors, the tetragonal to monoclinic phase

transformation occurs (Maroun et al., 2019). The

mechanical strength of zirconia is adversely affected as the

monoclinic phase increases and the tetragonal phase decreases

(Allahkarami and Hanan, 2011). In this experiment, all the

X-ray diffraction patterns of the Y -TZP surface treatment

groups evaluated consisted of tetragonal phase (T) since

detectable monoclinic peaks (M) were not observed in all

surface treatment group specimens. XRD results show that the

crystal structure of the treated zirconia is still stable. The

occurrence of phase transformation is closely related to the

selection of treatment parameters. Previous studies have

proved that too large sandblasting particle size, too high

hot etching concentration, and too long acid etching time

will cause monoclinic phase transformation (Han et al., 2020).

Saade (Saade et al., 2019) also pointed out that the occurrence

of phase transformation is directly related to the particle size

of sandblasting, and 50 µm causes less monoclinic phase

transformation than 100 µm. Similarly, other studies have

pointed out that the particle size of 50 μm, the pressure of

0.25 MPa, and the vertical distance of 10 mm are the best

choices for Al2O3 sandblasting (Wang, 2019). Therefore, in

this experiment, the above parameters were finally selected for

the specimen treatment of the sandblasting group, hoping to

avoid the occurrence of phase transformation and

microcracks to the greatest extent. The XRD results also

proved that this choice achieved the desired effect.

3.4 Zirconia/resin cement interfacial
images

Zirconia/resin cement interfacial SEM images are shown

in Figure 5. The top half of the images shows the resin cement

FIGURE 5
Zirconia/resin cement interfacial SEM images (×1,000magnifications) (A) no treatment (B) sandblasting (C) hot etching with HCl (D) hot etching
with HF (Interfacial cracks are visible at the red arrows).
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and composite resin blocks bonded together, and the bottom

half is zirconia. There is a clear boundary between the resin

cement and zirconia in group A, and the boundary line is

straight. The two materials are independent, and neither

tends to protrude into each other. Irregular depressions

appear on the surface of zirconia in group B, and the

boundary line is no longer straight. There is no close

contact between the resin cement and zirconia, and

obvious interfacial cracks can be observed (red arrows

mark). There are obvious pits on the surface of the

zirconia in group C, and the resin cement corresponding

to the position of the pits protrudes from the surface and

protrudes into the pits. There is a tendency for interlocking

between zirconia and resin cement. In group D, we can

observe more obvious pits on the surface of zirconia, and

the resin cement protrudes into these pits. So a cross-

interlocking pattern is formed between the resin cement

and the zirconia. The bonding between the resin cement

and zirconia is good, the contact is very close, and no cracks

are observed in the entire interface.

3.5 Shear bond strength

The shear bond strength results of each group are shown in

Figure 6. D > C > B > A, the data are statistically significant (p <
0.05). The observed results of fracture modes are summarized in

Table 1. The fracture mode images are shown in Figure 7.

A large number of studies have shown that the combined

application of micromechanical interlock and chemical adhesion

could effectively improve the bond strength of zirconia (Comino-

Garayoa et al., 2021; Babaee et al., 2022). Previous studies have

shown that the chemical interaction between the P-OH group of 10-

methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogen phosphate (10-MDP) and the Zr-

OHgroup on the zirconia surface could effectively improve the bond

strength of zirconia (Serichetaphongse et al., 2022). Llerena-Icochea

(Llerena-Icochea et al., 2017) proposed that useing resin cement

containing 10-MDP can improve the bond strength of zirconia by

about 8–72Mpa. Phosphoric methacrylate ester has also been

reported to increase the bond strength of zirconia. However,

because the phosphoric methacrylate ester is prone to hydrolysis,

its shear bond strength tends to be lower than that of 10-MDP (Lee

et al., 2015). At the same time, Panavia F resin cement containing

10-MDP, as one of the representatives of the fifth-generation self-

etch adhesive, has been widely used in clinical dental treatment.

Therefore, Panavia F resin cement was selected for bonding zirconia

in this experiment. The bond strength of group A is the lowest, and

all the fracture modes of group A are zirconia-resin interface

fractures, which fully shows that chemical adhesion between

zirconia and resin cement alone cannot achieve the ideal

bonding effect. Group B has obvious interfacial cracks, so the

increased surface area of zirconia after roughening treatment is

not effectively utilized, and the shear bond strength is lower than that

of group C and group D. This finding is consistent with that of

Casucci et al. (Casucci et al., 2010; Akay et al., 2017) Some studies

have pointed out that small holes can provide better mechanical

interlock than grooves that are relatively large and wide

(Ramakrishnaiah et al., 2016). So, combined with the different

morphological characteristics of the sandblasting group and the

hot etching group in this experiment, it can be explainedwhy the hot

etching group achieved higher bond strength than the sandblasting

group. Comparing two acid solutions, the HF hot etching group

achieved higher shear bond strength than the HCl hot etching

FIGURE 6
Shear bond strength of zirconia specimens. Different
superscript lowercase letters indicate statistically significant
differences (p < 0.05).

TABLE 1 Fracture modes of zirconia specimens.

Group Fracture mode

Cohesive fracture (block) Zirconia-resin interface fracture
(block)

Enamel-resin interface fracture
(block)

Mixed fracture (block)

A 0 5 0 0

B 0 4 0 1

C 0 3 0 2

D 0 0 0 5
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group. The reason for this result is that the fluoride ion in HF has

strong oxidizing power and a small radius, which leads to its strong

permeability (Wei et al., 2022). Therefore, the pores formed on the

surface of zirconia in the HF group are denser than those in the HCl

group. The dense pores facilitate the locking of more cured resin

cement on the surface of zirconia and achieve a larger chemical

reaction area (Casucci et al., 2011). Finally, with the help of both

micromechanical interlock and chemical adhesion, the bonding

effect is guaranteed.

The observed results of fracture modes showed that HF hot

etching group had less adhesive failure (zirconia-resin interface

fracture) than the control and sandblasting group. This result is

consistent with Shaymaa’s findings. This observation confirms

that sufficient micromechanical retention is important not only

for establishing high bond strength but also for impeding

adhesive failure (Elsaka, 2013). When there is no sufficient

mechanical retention between zirconia and resin cement, the

bond is mainly dependent on chemical bond, so the bond effect is

not ideal. The fracture mode observed was mainly zirconia-resin

interface fracture. There is less resin cement on the surface of

zirconia after fracture, which indicates that the bond between

zirconia and cement is not good. Therefore, a large area of

residual cement can be observed on the fracture surface of

zirconia in the HF hot etching group, which further shows

that this treatment has a remarkable effect on improving the

bond effect between zirconia and resin cement.

Attia (Attia, 2011) has stated that the minimum clinically

acceptable bond strength value is approximately 13 MPa. In this

experiment, the bonding effect obtained by hot etching can reach

this standard, and the zirconia does not produce phase

transformation, which proves the development potential of

hot etching treatment of zirconia. In future research, the long-

term bonding effect of zirconia after hot etching treatment needs

to be further explored (Colombo et al., 2020). On the other hand,

the acid solution required for the hot etching treatment is cheap,

so the cost is easy to control. Moreover, the operation time of hot

etching treatment is only 10 min, which can meet the high-

efficiency requirements of clinical diagnosis and treatment. All of

the above factors will contribute to the future promotion and

application of the hot etching treatment method. However, this

treatment method also has some disadvantages, including the use

of the acid solution is dangerous, the equipment, such as the

magnetic stirring pot, is not light and flexible enough, and so far,

there is no dedicated hot etching equipment for clinical

application. Therefore, it is necessary to continuously improve

the flexibility of the equipment and reduce the risk of operation

so that the clinical application of hot etching treatment of

zirconia can be realized as soon as possible.

4 Conclusion

Within the limitations of this laboratory study, the

following conclusions are drawn: The hot etching with HF

and HCl would not cause phase transformation of zirconia

and would not cause interfacial bond cracks like

sandblasting. Compared with HCl, HF hot etching could

make zirconia form a more regular and dense porous

topography and achieve higher roughness and bond

strength. Therefore, HF hot etching is a potential

treatment method for zirconia.
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